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Introduction
In late 2013 I found out that a few MAS 36’s were coming into the UK and in all my 40 odd years working on classic rifles I had
never had the opportunity to work on, let alone research one. Therefore I jumped at the opportunity to correct this minor travesty.
My reasons for not having worked or owned a MAS 36 are fairly numerous, the unusual calibre presented problems historically
and only recently has this issue been reliably rectified with the introduction of the Privi Partisan ammunition brand. On a personal

note I find this an ugly rifle and in the UK at least, this tendered to be a thought shared by many shooters and therefore when a
rifle surfaced on the market, it tended to be shoved to the back of the rack or sent for de-activation. Finding a decent model was
equally difficult and therefore the MAS 36 is has not always been the easiest rifle to obtain in the UK and therefore not on my “top
rifles to have” list.
Another point for this rifles scarcity in the UK may have to do with its history and current day market forces. The US classic rifle
market is the largest in the world and therefore obtains by far, the largest share of the rifles, with only a few rifles reaching our
shores.
To add an historical note at this point, the French Army was only to aware after the First World War of the need to replace its
obsolete and ageing rifles, however the politicians of the time were not as enthusiastic and as a result a long and painful
development process took place and ensured the MAS 36 did not go into production until 1936. However the war clouds were
looming and I believe only 200,000 reached the French forces before its defeat in 1940 and with a further limited production
continuing under the German occupation. It wasn't till after the war that production resumed with need to re-equip the French
Army due to the colonial wars in Indo-China, Algeria and the Middle East. However by 1949 the French Army started to introduce
the semi automatic MAS 49 and although production continued with the upgraded MAS 36/51 its days were clearly numbered. By
the late 1950’s large numbers of these rifles were being allocated for training or being provided as military aid to former French
colonies and the MAS was being taken out of mainstream service. As a result the MAS did not enjoy the huge and long production
runs that were typical of the Nagant, Springfield or Enfield and after WWII, rifles were widely dispersed or destroyed in the French
colonies and there conflicts. Today in the UK these rifles remain fairly uncommon, they are still relatively inexpensive because they
tend to be cobbled up from spares, have a poor finish and numbers don't match etc, therefore making them unpopular with
shooter or collector alike.
General
The above is a shame, because from an Armourers prospective when you pick up this rifle, I feel there is some potentially good
qualities underneath that are being missed because of its outward appearance.
At 40¼” the rifle feels compact in comparison with the Springfield and the Enfield No4 at 43.4” and 44.4” respectively. There is a
real solid feel to the rifle which is supported by the large and substantial receiver. Whilst on first
appearance the profile of the bolt handle appears odd, the rear locking lugs make cycling the bolt
very slick and its operation very natural. The bayonet assembly is unique, cost effective and
simple solution to the whole bayonet affair. However, whilst the rifle’s mechanics appear
practical and therefore give a good initial impression, I do not wish to jump to early conclusions
and therefore will reserve my judgement until the end of these notes. I was fortuitous to find a
good rifle, not made up from parts, matching numbers throughout, still in its original finish and
with the serial No 8436. It had a good action, bolt, barrel and was manufactured in 1945 but it
looked like it had just been found at the back of one of those rifle racks I mentioned earlier.
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The woodwork had seen better days and was heavy
bruised and appeared mismatched with a walnut butt
and beech fore end. Unlike many classic rifles, markings
appear minimal, it has the MAS Mle 1936 and serial
number on the left hand side of the receiver, matching
numbers on the butt, bolt handle, trigger guard and
magazine base plate. There is the odd single but poorly stamped marks on the receiver ribs but otherwise it is devoid of inspectors
or export stamps etc.
I am unaware of the design specifications of this rifle, however suffice to say there are some design features that stand out on this
rifle in comparison with other rifles of the period. There is no safety mechanism and whilst this is a typical french feature, it may
also have to do with the fact that the complete rifle consists of less than fifty components. The integral bayonet has a number of
benefits, its cost effective, storage and security problems are completely eradicated and maintenance is almost non-existent.
There is also the matter of the bolt handle and the fore sight but I will discuss these subjects in more detail in further paragraphs.
Publications
Suffice to say, there are not many, most English speaking references are a few pages in a larger publications, examples are
“collecting classic bolt action military rifles by Scarlata, Bolt action military rifles of the world by Mowbray. There is a French
publication by Breuvart & Malingue that details the MAS 36 and a its Sniper rifle derivative the FR-F1 but it is in French and there
is no English translation.
Stripping the Rifle
I have no intention off going into a detailed description of how to
strip the MAS but there are a few things that I would like to
highlight as unique to this rifle and I must say, peculiar. The bolt
can be removed by depressing the trigger and the magazine base
by depressing a plunger, all very simple and good for the soldier.
However both the front sling swivel and the foresight protector are
secured with tamper-proof screws making access to the foresight very difficult and generally out of bounds for the soldier, which
as you will see later on, it is designed to do. On the other hand the soldier can depress the bolt plug and strip down the whole firing
pin assembly. It would be interesting to understand the design logic behind this but I find it all rather confusing.
Receiver and Barrel
The receiver is a substantial affair, as the rearsight ramp and the magazine are integral and therefore minimises the number of
parts required. The receiver has a very smooth exterior design,
thereby minimising the opportunity for items of clothing or equipment to snag. The receiver is relatively compact at 7¾” (198mm)
long compared with the Mosin Nagant at nine inches. The integral
magazine is unique and avoids the need for trigger guards or
woodwork to support the magazine assembly. This feature also
impacts on the receivers slim width which is 1.4” (35mm) and is
continued throughout the full length of the rifle.
From a manufacturers standpoint there are pros & cons to this
receiver design and its integral magazine. If you compare the
Enfield No4 magazine and its support and release assembly for example, you have eight major components where in the MAS you
have three. Therefore potentially you only require one supplier/manufacturer and not a myriad of sub contractors with all the
associated costs and quality issues. However the downside is this is one big lump of metal to machine, especially if its machined
from solid, which I suspect it is, therefore you would require sophisticated machining centres as there would be many machining
operations, you would incur a lot of waste and relatively expensive tooling costs.
On the underneath and either side of the magazine well there are two large recesses. The larger of the two and at the rear is for
the trigger mechanism and the butt assembly and the smaller forward recess is for engagement of the handguard.
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At the rear of the receiver there is a number of cams and the recesses
for the main locking lugs. Assuming the firing pin has been released,
lifting the bolt handle to approx 55°, the first caming action is to cock the
firing pin. This cam resides inside the receiver and works in conjunction
with the recesses for the main locking lugs. The second cam is on the
outside and rear of the receiver, when the firing pin is cocked the
corresponding cam on the bolt handle engages with the secondary cam
and causes primary extraction. At the end of this movement there is a
stop and the bolt cannot rotate any further, the stem of the bolt handle
is now at 90° and the bolt knob at 60°. This peculiar arrangement avoids
any conflict with the rearsight and its ramp on the receiver. The bolts
locking lugs are now clear of their recesses and the bolt is free to move
to the rear. Normally I would now state that the forward movement of
the bolt is the reverse of the one I have just described and is common to
most rifles of the period. However there is another action which is
unique to the MAS. On the tang there is a safety stop, if the soldier strips the bolt plug and fails to reassembly it correctly, the
corresponding stop on the bolt plug will engage with the safety stop and force it into place, ensuring the firing pin assembly is
safely locked in place.
Uppermost and integral with the receiver is the rearsight ramp, forward of this is the twin recesses for the charger clips and further
forward the ejection port and the thumb recesses to force the cartridges from the clip into the magazine. Either side of the receiver
where the rifles designation resides are to lightening strips, which assist in reducing the receivers weight.

The barrel is 23” (585mm) long and is a stepped design similar to the Mauser K98
barrel and generally is unremarkable. The thickest portion of the barrel is 0.73”
with the second step being 0.68” and the thinnest section narrowing to 0.58”.
Underneath there is a flat which is probably utilised for barrel assembly and
removal but is also where the date of manufacture is stamped. On the second
step there is a dovetail for the foresight and the only noticeable and unusual
feature is the muzzle, which has a counterbore of 0.194” (5mm)
Bolt assembly
When reviewing a number of publications on this rifle, I uncovered a number of
incorrect statements such as “modified Mauser bolt system” and the action was
weaker as a result of the rear locking lugs. The MAS’s action was designed for the
7.5x54mm Cartridge and like the British SMLE and the latter No4 which also had
rear locking lugs, had very fast action that were perfectly adequate for their designed cartridge and this bolt is no exception.
This is not a modified Mauser bolt, in fact it is unique amongst military service rifles of the period. It requires no special tools to
strip it and consists of only five parts, the bolt, extractor, firing pin, firing pin spring and the guide rod (bolt plug is the US term).
The bolt face fully encapsulates the rim of the cartridge, a safety feature which is widely accepted nowadays.
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Removing the bolt is a simple affair which is achieved by depressing the trigger to its fullest and withdrawing the bolt.
Refitting is the reverse although the shooter does have to align
the main locking lugs and remember to depress the magazine
platform which has a hold open device.
The extractor is a large and strong one piece design, with no
associated parts and locks in place under its own spring tension.
Unlike the Mauser this rifle will accept single rounds hand fed
into the chamber as the extractor will override the cartridge rim.
On the opposite side to the extractor there is a longitudinal flat
that runs the length of the bolt and stops just short of the bolt
face, this is for the bolt stop, to the right of this is the slot for the
ejector. The reader may note three holes in the bolt body, the
two close together are gas escape vents should the case rupture
and the single hole is to prevent hydrostatic lock. The bolt
locking lugs are traditional and unremarkable, however rear
mounted lugs facilitate a fast and smooth cycling action.
When stripping the bolt ensure it is cocked, if you are not sure,
look at the sear and ensure it is in line with the longitudinal flat.
Grip the bolt and place the bolt face on a flat surface, place your
palm on the bolt plug, depress and rotate until it unlocks and
remove the firing pin assembly. Assembly is the reverse procedure but you can confirm the bolt is correctly assembled by ensuring
the line on the bolt plug and the line on the bolt body are aligned.
The infamous bolt handle is again a unique design feature which many do not like. I do not know the design philosophy behind this
handle but my own assessment is to place the bolt
cycling hand directly above the trigger when the bolt
cocked and locked, thus increasing the rate of fire.
However if this is the case, this is somewhat offset by
the limited five round magazine.
Trigger Assembly
The trigger works with the same principle as the Enfield
and Mauser trigger. There are two pulls, the first pull
draws the sear down the face of the firing pin bent and
the second pull releases it. However that is where the
similarity ends as this trigger assembly contains the
sear, ejector and the bolt stop in one neat and tidy
package. Two pins hold the assembly together therefore making the trigger easy to strip and
maintain.
I think this is a very good trigger, however I have no experience of the design and therefore
cannot comment on its performance during the rigours of service.
Magazine Assembly
There is nothing remarkable about the platform, spring and base plate, if fact most readers
will recognise the similarities with most military bolt action rifles of the period. However most
rifles with internal magazines required a bullet to depress a shrouded plunger, the MAS does
not, simply depressing the catch removes the whole assembly and also it should be noted
how well this assembly is manufactured, no press steel stampings!!!!
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Front & Rearsight Assembly
At first glance the rearsight appears fairly standard, however under
closer scrutiny the rearsight is a very simple and effective design. The
slider, which also acts as the rearsight protector is allowed to move
along the integral ramp and is retained at the various range indications
by a small catch. The rearsight aperture is tensioned by a flat spring
which is controlled by the slider. As the slider is moved backwards and
forwards along the ramp, the spring asserts itself and the aperture is
permitted to rise and fall depending on the the sliders location.
However whilst the rearsight is an excellent design the foresight is an unmitigated disaster in my opinion. The foresight
blade assembles directly to the barrel in
a simple dovetail which is enclosed by
the fore end, the upper handguard and
the foresight protector. The combination
of all these component allow no room for
foresight adjustment, plus the screws securing the sling swivel and the foresight
protector are of a tamper-proof design.
Therefore the foresight has been designed not to be adjustable from the outset.
I believe that whilst the blade is not adjustable, there are two sizes available for elevation adjustment but would require the unit
armourer to change them. The blades 0.1”(2.56mm) thickness will effectively blank out a man sized target at 300yrds and beyond
which reduces the rifles effectiveness considerably.
Whilst I am highly critical of this design, one must remember that the rife has been designed to a specification. In the 1950’s it was
generally agreed the effective combat engagements by the average soldier was no more than 300yrds. Therefore was it possible
that this philosophy was incorporated into the rifles specification in the 1930’s, if it is the case then the specifications were
advanced for there time, however sixty years later, we have the benefit of hindsight and therefore we know that an good rifle
requires adjustable and effective sights which sadly this rifle lacks.
Foresight protector
The foresight protector supports the piling hook, the forend and
the bayonet assembly.
The piling hook heralds back to the days of WW1 and quite
frankly is obsolete and has long been removed from other
military rifles of the period. I have praised this rifle on a number
of occasions for its forward thinking but this is one item that
bucks that trend.
The protector can only be removed with a special tool as it is
secured with a tamper proof screw and therefore needs the
services of an armourer should it be damaged.
Whilst it is not easily seen in the picture, the wood is fractured
in a number of locations which is a strong indicator that the
combination of components and there use, place to much stress in this region, making it a weakness in the overall design
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Woodwork
The woodwork is typical for the rifles of the day and it only unusual
feature is its narrow width which is
dictated by the receiver dimensions.
The sling secures to the loop on the
front sling swivel and to the bar located in the side of the butt. Externally the butt appears fairly
substantial and sleeves onto the
rear of the receiver. The trigger
guard hooks into the rear of the
magazine well and is secured by a
single screw which passes through the trigger guard, up through
the butt and into the tang of the receiver.
The butt slides and locks into the receiver and as you may note
from the picture looks fairly substantial. However whilst this
arrangement may be adequate, I suspect that this single small
screw lacks the strength needed for combat. Any substantial
impact, would in my opinion cause considerable damage. This
same concern also applies to the fore end and the bayonet
assembly. The wood is relatively thin around the bayonet housing and although supported by the foresight protector, one cant
help but feel this is a flimsy arrangement. In comparison, the
Lee Enfield has a substantial bolt running the full length of the
butt which is 1/2” thick. My assessment is supported by the fact
that on this particular rifle, the thread of the butt screw has been stripped and the wood around the bayonet housing has multiple
fractures.
The butt and upper fore end were walnut and the fore end was beech, therefore as I had mismatched furniture, I ordered
replacement wood from Numrich Gun Parts in the US, together with a new butt screw. The general plan was to have a either all
walnut or beech depending on what I received. However I was to be disappointed as the woodwork I received was in terrible
condition and worse than the original set. As a result, I decided to stick with the original set, repair and stain it to match.
Ranges Test
I must admit I was looking forward to range
testing the MAS, as I have never fired this type
of rifle before. Having rebuilt the rifle, made
good any repairs, re-profiled the foresight
blade to an apex and restored the woodwork, I
headed for the range with a view to putting the
rifle through its paces.
I was very pleased with the initial restoration as
the rifles woodwork restored very well, something that I had reservations about. For a person that is used to the bigger rifles such
as the Enfield, Mauser and Springfield, handling the MAS 36 for the first time is slightly unusual and quite frankly it feels more like
a carbine, although not unpleasant. With an unloaded rifle the centre of balance is just forward of the magazine, which I find more
user friendly. Looking through the rearsight aperture the user can see the foresight blade and the complete foresight protector
therefore disrupting the sight picture somewhat. The bolt cocks on opening and the force required is not unreasonable. At this
point the oddly crank bolt highlights a small advantage; the bolt knob is 1” forward of the rear of the bolt, therefore the rotation
forces applied by the user are more central and thus the cycling of the bolt is more natural and efficient.
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Ammunition for this range test was Privi Partizan, using a 139gr bullet and
as I had no cartridge clips, I was obliged to load my rounds by hand. The
steel walled received, high quality magazine platform make the process
very practical and efficient and in my opinion one of the best of all the
military rifles from this period. Cycling the bolt and feeding the cartridge
in the chamber was as one would expect from a rear locking bolt very
smooth. Trigger pull was quite heavy and although I didn’t measure it, I
guess it was around 7-8 lbs.
For a small rifle and a cartridge that is very similar to the 7.62 NATO, recoil
was modest and therefore the rifle was pleasant to shoot. I cycled the first
five rounds into the backstop just to get a feel for the rifles handling and
the rifle fed, extracted and ejected without flaw. Two points to highlight
at this stage, you can squeeze six rounds into the magazine although I
wouldn't recommend it as it crushes the magazine spring. I also noticed
the cases weren't obturating very well as there was carbon two thirds
down the side of the case. The ammunition was fairly old so I am hoping this is a ammunition issue.
In theory I could not zero this rifle, therefore my first test was to test grouping and identify my fall of shot. Shooting from a bench

and at 100yrds, my best group was as shown above and was roughly two inches in diameter if you discount the shot in the bull,
which I thought was very reasonable for a standard un-tuned infantry rifle. As the rifle has minimum rearsight setting of 200m, to
obtain the group shown, my point of aim was 6” below the point of impact.
You will also note that my point of impact is 2” to the left of my point of aim. Whilst I was unable to access the foresight in the
field, when I returned to the workshop I did move it very slightly and was still able to re-assemble the fore end and foresight
protector. Hopefully this small adjustment will permit me to centralise the sights.
With the exception of the obturation issue I felt my first trip to the range was a successful one. I followed up my first trip with
another and the rifle reliably shot, feed and extracted without fault. The rifle was a pleasure to shoot and I felt its short length
made the rifle easy to handle, operate and comfortable to shoot with my only criticism being with the sights. My adjustment that
I had made earlier in the workshop successfully placed my shots vertically with the bull but the large rearsight aperture made it
difficult to obtain any consistency.
I organised a third trip to the range and once again the rifle performed well and without fault but I could not improve the accuracy.
I felt the rifle could do better, but I continued to struggle with the sights. Maybe I am missing something but I cant help help feeling
the lack of any foresight adjustment, the 2.5mm thick foresight blade, the need for armourers to centralise the foresight blade,
plus the need to aim off at 100yrds must have been a constant irritation to the French Military and their servicemen.
How to improve the accuracy? fortunately there are two aftermarket solutions, S&K in the US produce a non gunsmithing mount
and Huber a decent trigger. Therefore I intend to procure the scope mount first to see if I can maximise the rifles potential. If this
decision is successful and the accuracy improves, I may also consider upgrading the trigger, however one step at a time to minimise
the cost.
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Summary
My interest and like of the MAS 36 is because of uniqueness amongst the military bolt action rifles of the 1930’s. It has some
interesting and novel features whose designs in my opinion were advanced for their time and the bolt mechanism, receiver and
rearsight are in particular worthy of note. However the odd bolt handle, bayonet, piling hook, lack of any foresight adjustment,
odd cosmetics, poor
political support and
plain bad timing consigned this rifle to be
viewed as an oddity
amongst classic military rifles.
Whilst I am sure its
not the case, its almost like the rifle
had two competing design teams, one designing the rear of the rifle such as bolt, rearsight trigger assembly and receiver which I
think are good designs and another team designing the front of the rifle such as the foresight, bayonet housing, tamper proof
screws and piling hook etc which I consider equally poor. Another consideration must be the cost, the low number of parts, the
lack a decent foresight and an integral bayonet must have reduce the unit cost considerably but equally it also impacted on the
rifles effectiveness.
However in reality and in my experience it is more likely that there was too much interference from outside parties such as
politicians and interfering senior military people who thought they knew better.
By the 1920/30’s the French design teams had a number of good battle proven bolt action rifles on the world market to review
and assess and it should be remembered that Mauser was producing excellent and far more accurate rifles as early as the 1890’s,
so why a major military power should adopt a rifle with these shortcomings, leaves me a little bewildered.
Yet after the rifles demise as a standard infantry arm, the rifle went on to be developed into the reasonable sniper rifle in the form
of the FR-F1, which had a good barrel, adjustable sights and a detachable 10rd magazine. Had this rifle had the support and the
natural development, that rifles such as the Lee Enfield and Mauser enjoyed then there is no reason to assume that it could not
have gone on to become an reasonable infantry combat rifle.
Follow Up
As I struggled with the sights and didn't want to give up on this rifle, I decided to fit a modern S&K scope base and a period scope
from the 1960’s. The S&K mount is a non-gunsmithing affair, which requires the rearsight, ramp and spring to be removed and is
secured using a original pin and three clamping screws. I was a
little disappointed when the base arrived as the S&K website
does not mention and it is not clear in the picture that the
mount is slightly offset to the left. However it is essential to
clear the bolt handle and as it is only off-set by 10mm, it is not
unpleasant with regards to cheek weld and eye alignment.
As this was a classic rifle the last thing I wanted was to fit a
modern scope, therefore I decided on a early Weaver K2.5 from
the 1960’s. I’d prefer a X4 magnification scope as the x2.5 is
really weak, however the scopes slim design and steel tube
overcome any potential compatibility issues with this type of
mount.
Fitting the base was relatively easy although the shooter must pay attention to the fitting instructions, especially with regards to
the axis pin, as fitting it incorrectly will damage the pin or the scope base.
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You may also note from the previous picture that the longer eye relief of the 2.5 scope permits the scope to sit much further
forward and thus avoid any conflict with the bolt handle.
Prior to the range test I also made up some reloads as the factory ammunition was giving me obturation problems. Reloading data
is fairly scarce for this calibre with only Hornady providing some accurate information. I prefer Vihtavouri powder and Hornady
only lists N160. Brass was Privi Partizan and bullet diameter is 0.308. Although the original bullet weight was 139gr, I reloaded with
155gr as these bullets were readily available and I utilised 42.5gr of N140, which according to the Quickload software programme
should generate approx. 2500fps.

The follow up range test was moderately successful, grouping was 2.3” but
if I knocked of the “flyer” the group noticeably improved to 1.5” which is
not to bad for a standard un-modified infantry rifle. Recoil was still modest
even with the 155gr bullets, however I was still getting sooty cases, not as
bad, but obturation was still a problem. Quickload was telling me that this
load was in the “normal range” which is 75-84% of the maximum limit, so
a solution was not immediately obvious.
Shall I try and take this rifle any further? probably not, the scope setup is
not a bad one, worked well and did not vibrate loose, although I could try
for a slightly more powerful scope as 2.5 is a struggle past 200yrds. One
extra minor peculiarity I noticed on this shoot. If you place you hand at the
forward end of the finger grooves the front sling swivel smacks you in the
thumb, not painful but just another quirky trait of this rifle.
As the rifle is certainly not capable of competing in classic military rifle
competitions against Mauser's or Enfield's, I will keep the rifle as it is
certainly different, you don't see many about but shooting it will only be for fun.
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